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About This Game

War has been waged across the kingdom of Myrtana. Orcish hordes invaded human territory and the king of the land needed a
lot of ore to forge enough weapons, should his army stand against this threat. Whoever breaks the law in these darkest of times

is sentenced to serve in the giant penal colony of Khorinis, mining the so much needed ore.

 The whole area, dubbed "the Colony", is surrounded by a magical barrier, a sphere two kilometers diameter, sealing off the
penal colony from the outside world. The barrier can be passed from the outside in – but once inside, nobody can escape. The
barrier was a double-edged sword - soon the prisoners took the opportunity and started a revolt. The Colony became divided

into three rivaling factions and the king was forced to negotiate for his ore, not just demand it.

 You are thrown through the barrier into this prison. With your back against the wall, you have to survive and form volatile
alliances until you can finally escape.

Features include:
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One of the biggest RPGs with over 100 hours of gameplay

A large variety of weapons and spells for your character

A living world where people go to work, sleep, eat and fight to survive
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Title: Gothic 1
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Piranha Bytes
Publisher:
THQ Nordic
Franchise:
Gothic
Release Date: 15 Mar, 2001
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English,German
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Gothic 1 is supposed to be very good according to most reviewers, and having completed ArcaniA (Gothic 4), the setting
quickly felt familiar. However there were some hurdles to overcome before it became playable.

First I set the exe file to run in Windows XP compatibility mode, then the resolution to 1280x720 in the ini settings file (next to
the exe file). After that it ran acceptably.

I tried it for some time, figured out the controls (use alternate settings and mouse buttons and wheel will work with WASD
keys). went through some dialogues and some melee action. Got hang of combat relatively quickly and gained levels. The game
seems to have a good story, and the RPG elements more realistic than most. NPC and Monster AI seems to be quite advanced as
well.

But here is the thing, it's very old and it shows, and while I can handle the outdated graphics that sometimes glitch, the controls
and interface are so clunky that I just don't want to keep playing.

On a side note, I used to play (and also host) may share of old school pen and paper RP back in the days, but it seems computer
versions may not be my cup of tea, seeing they lack the most important component for a really good RP session, other people.
For solo play I need a bit faster action, like Diablo and Torchlight.

Anaqim. I play it every few years... A time travel machine to my youth and one of the best RPGs ever made.... I used gothic
steam fix to get it to work it was easy. This game is amazing but frustrating at first to get the hang of the combat controls. Once
you do they work. No games are this good anymore. 10\/10 would recommend.. Best series of games I've ever played.
I started playing it in the 2000s and still play it sometimes. It's the kind of game that I can play and rest with my soul. I love this
game.. A really solid RPG with a unique world and a great soundtrack. If you can past the pretty clunky controls and
frustratingly bad combat, there is a lot to enjoy from this game.
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